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In a recent paper, D.J. Kleitman and M.E. Saks gave a proof of Huang's conjecture on alpha- 
betic binary trees. 
Given a set E= {ei}, i=0,  1,2 . . . . .  m and assigned positive weights to its elements and sup- 
posing the elements are indexed such that w(eo)< w(el)<-... <-W(em), where w(ei) is the weight 
of ei, we call the following sequence E* a 'saw-tooth' sequence 
E* = (eo, em, el . . . . .  ej,e m j .... ). 
Huang's  conjecture is: E* is the most expensive sequence for alphabetic binary trees. 
This paper shows that this property is true for the L-restricted alphabetic binary trees, where 
L is the maximum length of the leaves and rlogz(m + 1)] _<L_< m. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the theorem of Kleitman and Saks [1] to 
the restricted alphabetic binary trees. 
Let E be a finite set whose elements are assigned positive weights. The cost c(T) 
of a rooted binary tree T whose leaf set is E (such a tree will be called E-tree) is 
defined to be ~e~E w(e)dr(e), where dr(e) is the number of arcs in T between the 
root and e, and w(e) is the weight of e. An E-tree T is said to be alphabetic with 
respect to some linear order of E if, in some planar embedding of T, the left-to-right 
order of the leaves is the given order. An L-restricted alphabetic binary tree is an 
alphabetic binary tree such that the length of any leaf is less than or equal to L, and 
it is denoted by T L. 
In what follows, a capital etter will usually represent a sequence of elements, that 
is, a set together with a fixed linear order. A small letter will denote an individual 
element. A comma is used to concatenate s quences and elements: El, ei, E2, e2, E3 
is the set E 1 tO E 2 t.) E 3 tO {el, e2} with the obvious order. For a sequence E, the same 
set with the reverse order is denoted by E R. The cost of the optimal L-restricted 
alphabetic binary tree on E is denoted by AL(E). In a tree T, the subtree rooted at 
a node n of T is the tree with root n consisting of n and its descendants. For 
any node n, Lev(n) is the set of leaves in the subtree rooted at n and w(n) is 
E eE Lev(n)w(e). 
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Two elements in the sequence of leaves are said to be compatible if they are adja- 
cent in the sequence. The pair of elements a and b in the sequence is said to be a 
locally minimum compatible pair if it has the property that b has the smallest weight 
of the two elements compatible with a and a has the smallest weight of the two 
elements compatible with b. 
Except for TL and AT(E ), the notations and terminology used here have the 
same meanings as used in [1]. 
Essentially, the proofs of this paper are parallel to [1] and the framework is the 
same. The difference is only that the proofs of Theorem 1 and Lemma 6 of this 
paper do not rely on the Hu-Tucker algorithm [2]. 
2. Some preliminary results 
Theorem 1. (i) I f  (El, el, E2, e2, E3) is a sequence with the we~,hts of  el and e 2 no 
less than the weight of  any element in E 2, then 
AL(EI, el, g2, e2, E3) = AL(EI, el, g R, e2, E3). 
(ii) I f  in the sequence (El,el,E2) the weight of  e I is not less than that of  any 
element in t72, then 
AL(EI,el,E2) = AL(E1,el,ER). 
Proof.  We prove only (i), the proof of (ii) is essentially the same. 
For a given L-restricted alphabetic binary tree T L for (El, el, E2, e2, E3), let Pi be 
the ancestor of e i which is also an ancestor of an element in E 2 and such that 
dT,(pi) is maximum, i = 1,2. Set 
hT, = max{drL(pl), dTL (p2) } + 1. 
We digress momentarily to prove the following 
Assertion. Under the condition of  (i) there exists an optimal L-restricted alphabetic 
binary tree TL for (EI,eI,E2, e2,E3) such that 
dTL(e) >- hTL for every eeE2. 
Proof.  Let TL be an optimal L-restricted alphabetic binary tree for (E 1, el, E2, e2, E3)  
such that dT,(pl)+dr,(p2) is minimal. We may asume without loss of generality 
that dr,(pl)>_dTL(p2). If the assertion were not true, let f be the first element in 
E 2 such that dT,(f)<_dT~(pl). Suppose no and nl are the left and right sons of Pl 
at height hTL, then n 1 procedes only elements of E 2 and n o is an ancestor of el 
without descendants in E2. Let n 2, n 3 . . . . .  nk-1 be the sequence of nodes at height 
hTL to the left of f and to the right of hi, and set nk= f. Detach n 1 (and its sub- 
tree), reducing the height of the subtree rooted at n o by l, and detach n2, n 3 . . . .  , n k 
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(and their subtrees) from T L. Attach n i to where ni+ l was for 1 <i<_k-2 and 
merge n k_ 1 and nk, attaching their father to where n k was. In the resulting tree, the 
depth of n o is decreased by 1, that of f is increased by 1, and that of the other 
leaves are not increased. Since w(no)> w(eO >-w(f), the resulting tree T~ is also an 
optimal L-restricted one with dr'~(pl)+ dT'~(P2)< dr,(Pl)+ dr, (P2). We arrive at a 
contradiction, which proves the assertion. 
Now let us return from the digression. By the assertion, there exists an optimal L- 
restricted alphabetic binary tree TL in which every leaf to the right of el and to the 
left of e2 is at height at least hrL. Let n l, n 2 ..... nk be the sequence of nodes at height 
hvL to the right of el and to the left of e 2, and T(nl), T(n2) ..... T(nk) their corres- 
ponding subtrees. For each subtree T(ni), let TR(ni) be the subtree obtained from 
T(ni) by reversing the order of the leaf sequence without any change of the depth 
of every leaf of T(ni). Now we detach the above subtrees from T L and attach TR(ni) 
to where nk+l-i was, i = 1, 2 ..... k. Obviously, the resulting tree is an L-restricted 
alphabetic binary tree for (EI,eI,E2R, e2,E3) with the cost AL(EI,eI,E2,e2,E3). 
Therefore 
AL(EI, el, E2 n, e2, E3) -< AL(EI, el, E2, e2, E3). 
Similarly, we can obtain 
AL(EI,eI,E2, ez,E3) <-AL(EI,eI,E~,ez, E3). 
Hence (i) holds. The proof is completed. 
The Lemmas 2-5 in the following are parallel to Lemma 2-5 in [1] and the proofs 
are the same. We omit the proofs. 
Lemma 2. Let (E, e, F, f, G) be a sequence of weighted elements such that the weight 
of  any element in F is not greater than those of  e and f. Let s be the smallest weight 
element in F. Then there is an ordering (F', s) of  F such that 
AL(E,e,F" s,f, G) = AL(E ,e ,F ,  f G). 
Lemma 3. I f  (E l, el, E2) is a leaf sequence with the weight of el no less than that 
of  every element in E 2, then in the optimal L-restricted alphabetic binary tree T L 
drL(e) > dTL(el)- 1 for all eeE2. 
Lemma 4. I f  T L is an L-retricted alphabetic binary tree for (E, F), then there exists 
an L-restricted alphabetic binary tree T L for F such that 
C(T~) < ~ drL(e)w(e)-min w(e). 
e~F e~F 
Lemma 5. Let E 1 and E 2 be sequences and a an element with the weight no greater 
than that of  any element in El and E 2. Then 
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AL(E  1, a) + AL(E2) _< AL(E1, E2). 
In order to prove the main theorem, we need an additional emma. 
Lemma 6. 
then there 
I f (e,  f )  is a locally min imum compatible pair  in a leaf sequence (E, e, f ,  F) ,  
exists an opt imal L-restricted alphabetic binary tree T L such that 
dTL(e) = dT, ( f ) .  
Proof.  We may assume without loss of generality, to the contrary, that dr , (e)> 
dTL(f) for an optimal L-restricted alphabetic binary tree T. Let n and n o be the 
father and brother of e, respectively. Detach n (and its subtree) and f from T L. 
Attach no to where n was, and merge e and f ,  attaching their father to where f was. 
Since (e, f )  is a locally minimum compatible pair, w(no)>_ w( f ) .  It is easily seen 
that the resulting tree is an optimal L-restricted alphabetic binary one in which e and 
f are at the same depth. This proves the lemma. 
3. Main theorem 
Main Theorem. Let  e0, e 1 . . . . .  e m be weighted elements uch that w(eo)<_ w(el)<_ 
• .. <- W(em), let E be any sequence o f  these elements and E* its saw-tooth sequence: 
E* = (eo, em,el,em_ 1 . . . . .  ej ,em_ j . . . .  ). 
Then E* is the most  expensive sequence, i.e., 
AL(E*)  >- AL(E)  fo r  all sequences E. 
The proof of the theorem is almost the same as that of [1]. But for the con- 
venience of readers, we also give the proof here. 
Proof. Let E '  be the most expensive sequence of the elements and let i be the largest 
integer such that the first 2i elements of E '  are eo, em, e l ,e  m 1 . . . . .  e i l,em_i+l (if 
the first two elements of E '  are not e0, em, then i = 0). Call this subsequence B and 
the remaining subsequence F, so E '=(B ,F ) .  I f  IF I _< l, then E '=E* .  For IF I > 1, 
we show that there exists a reordering (ei ,em_i ,F ' )  of F such that AL(B,F)<_ 
A L (B, Ei, em_ i, F ' )  and the theorem will follow by induction. Write F as (F 1, e m _ i, F2) 
and suppose e iEF  I. (If not, apply Theorem l(ii) to reverse F.) By Lemma 2 there 
is a reordering (F~, ei) of F L such that (B,F~, ei, em i,F2) is the same cost as E'.  The 
pair (el, em-i)  is a locally minimum compatible pair in (B, ei, em i, F(, F2) such that 
ei and em_ i are at the same depth h. By Lemma 3, every leaf to the right of em_ i
in TL is at depth at least h -  1. We construct an L-restricted alphabetic binary tree 
for (B,F~,ei,e m i,F2) which is no more expensive than TL, which will prove the 
theorem. 
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Case 1: ei and em_ i have the same fa ther  no in T L. Let n l ,n 2 . . . . .  n k be the se- 
quence of nodes at depth h -  1 in T L which lie to the right of  n o and let n c be the 
first of  those such that Lev(nc)Cl F:g 0. In the tree, permute the subtrees rooted at 
no, . . . ,nc  1 by attaching n 1 where n o was, n 2 where n~ was, ..-, n¢ i where nc_ 2 
was and n o where no_ 1 was. The resulting tree T{ has the same cost as T L. If 
Lev(nc)CF2 ,  then the order of  the leaves in T~ is (n,F~,ei,em_i,F2) and we are 
done. Otherwise, let S L and SR be the left and right sons of  n c. For convenience, 
the positions occupied by el,era iSc and SR in T* will be refered to, respectively, 
as P1, P2, /°3 and P4- 
There are three possibilities to consider: 
(a) Lev(SO c_F', LeV(SR)_CF2; 
(b) Lev(Sc)__F', Lev(SR) intersects both F~ and F2; 
(c) Lev(Sc) intersects both F~ and F 2, LeV(SR)c_ F 2. 
For (a), attach S c to P1, to P2, em-i  to P3 and SR to P4. The result is alphabetic 
for (B,F[,  e i, e m i,F2) and has the same cost as T*. 
For (b), write LeV(SR) as (G l, G 2) where G1 c_ F'l and G2 c_ F2. By Lemma 5 there 
are alphabetic trees T 1 for (Gl ,e i )  and T2 for G 2 such that c(T l )+c(T2)  does not 
exceed the cost of  the subtree rooted at SR. Hence, attaching S 4 to P~, T 1 to P2, 
em i to P3 and T 2 to P4 yields an alphabetic tree for (B ,F [ ,e i ,em_ i ,F2)  which is 
cheaper than T~. 
For (c), do for SL what was done for S R in (b) and assign T 1 to P1, em- i  to P2, 
7"2 and SR to /°4- 
Case 2: e i and e m_ i have di f ferent fathers.  Let S R be the right son of  the father 
of  era_ i. I f  LeV(SR) c_F(, then attach S R to where e i was, ei to where era_ i was and 
era_ i to where SR was, and now Case 1 applies. Otherwise, write LeV(SR)= (G1, G2), 
where GI c_ F~, G2 c_ F2, and construct rees T 1 and T 2 as in (b) of  Case 1. Attach 
T 1 to where e i was and T 2 to where SR was, and the result is cheaper than T c and 
alphabetic for (B, F(, el, em- i, F2)- [] 
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